
EquiPTV is here!
EquiP’s new online platform of digital training activities and tools gives you access to some of the 
best minds in local government, and the ability to learn at your own pace, anytime, anywhere. 

EquiP has commissioned local government sector experts to support and 
guide you through our fantastic suite of digital tools.  It is our mission to 
build strength, capability and excellence throughout the sector with our 
collection of on-demand webinars, development videos, online learning 
modules and digital consulting tools, all of which can be found in one place 
– EquiPTV.

Once registered on EquiPTV, you will gain admission to our training activities 
calendar, be able to book your place in a workshop, webinar or forum, and 
gain access to your personal development space, where you will find all of 
your on-demand content. Our current library of on-demand webinars and 
development videos includes the following titles:

Tourism Series

Freedom camping webinar / With David Hammond

Managing tourism pressures for councils / With David Hammond and 
Craig Wilson

Tourism and promotion / With Simon Appleton

GROW Series

Decision-making and the long-term plan / With Dr Mike Reid and Philip 
Jones

Meeting procedures / With Dr Mike Reid

Financial management and funding / With Philip Jones and Mark Butcher

The 1991 Resource Management Act / With Sue Wells

Engagement and consultation / With Sue Wells

Council performance / With Dr Steven Finlay, Malcolm Alexander and 
Helen Mexted

Stewardship – looking after your assets / With Sue Wells

Rules and regulations (conflicts of interest) / With the Office of the 
Auditor-General New Zealand

Partnerships Series

Partnerships with Asia / With Simon Appleton and Dave Bromwich

Partnerships with Iwi / With Bonita Bigham

Engagement and consultation / With Sue Wells

Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017 / With the Ministry for the 
Environment

Media Series

Social media for elected members / With Nicky Barton

News media skills for elected members / With Pete Burdon

Mayors Series

The 2017 New Zealand China Mayoral Forum / With Simon Appleton and 
Philip Shackleton

Finance for mayors / With Philip Jones

China 101 Series

The 2017 New Zealand China Mayoral Forum / With Simon Appleton and 
Philip Shackleton

Partnerships with Asia / With Simon Appleton and Dave Bromwich

Etiquette / With Simon Appleton

Friendship and sister city relationships / With Simon Appleton

Investment and business / With Simon Appleton

Tourism and promotion / With Simon Appleton

Other webinars

Keeping up to date for your district licencing role / With Laurie Gabites

Standing orders / With Dr Mike Reid

Strategy / With Dr Steven Finlay

Elected Members’ FAQs / With Dr Mike Reid & Philip Jones

                                                                                                             
We’re building our library every day! To gain access to your 
very own personal development space on EquiPTV, please 
contact Natasha Meynell at equip.pd@lgnz.co.nz

To find out more details on the webinars and development 
videos listed on this page, please visit lgnz.co.nz/equip/
professional-development-offerings/webinars/

Learning what you need to know for success.  
Your place, your time, your way. 
EquiP Professional Development

On-demand webinar features

 > Your own development space
 > Access to webinar on-demand
 > Revisit & learn at your own pace
 > Chapterised for convenience
 > Access to audio on-demand
 > Access to presentation slides
 > Access to learning material
 > Licensed for 12 months



Supporting communities’ passion by 
supporting effective engagement       
As LGNZ’s conference theme for 2017 demonstrates, the local government sector is alive with 
vibrant examples of diverse communities co-creating liveable spaces as loveable places. 

As stewards of physical, civic and human infrastructure, local councils are 
very experienced in engaging with their respective diverse communities 
on issues of relevance to Council, especially through annual and long-term 
planning and statutory consultation processes.  

To support liveable spaces as loveable places, the key opportunity is also 
engaging with diverse communities on issues of importance to themselves, 
and these may differ to Council agendas and goals. 

Councils can, and do, define their role in relation to community outcomes, 
which are often articulated in a strategy as: community well-being; to 
support diverse communities; to help attract and nurture families and 
businesses into their respective districts; and councils may also have a 
special interest in strengthening the relationship with Mana Whenua, as the 
Treaty of Waitangi and Local Government Act expects.  

While communities differ in significant ways, there are tools and resources 
which councils can use to support and enable meaningful and genuine 
engagement.  

Asking three key questions (right) can help shape the role and set the 
requirements for effective community engagement, ensuring that planning 
for engagement with communities creates the opportunity for success.  

As with many opportunities, failing to prepare is preparing to fail.  

1. A very useful starting point is to understanding Council’s role, 
both from the legislation, as well as seeking to understand what the 
expectations are from communities to be effectively represented and 
enabled. 

2. Bringing resources to the conversation can support clarity, de-
risk engagement, and provide trust in ensuring that the community 
engagement process itself is adequately understood and supported.  
Resourcing can take many forms, including knowledge, expertise, 
guidance, and setting clear expectations as to the role Council will 
take and the outcome it seeks for communities Council engages with. 
Alongside resources, consistent effort and commitment to the process 
is essential.  The journey of effective engagement requires varying levels 
of effort, with each level shaped by differing responses to the questions 
outlined above. 

3. An engagement framework (right) can help shape the thinking, 
as well as the outcome of engagement that Council is seeking.  Setting 
goals for higher levels of engagement can build on a platform of proven 
success at lower levels.  Conversely, without success at lower levels, 
higher aspirations may prove challenging.  

But to not effectively engage may prove more costly.  

Not only will opportunities for co-design of liveable places be poorer for the 
lack of engagement, but the passion that communities have for their own 
well-being will be missed, and that is an opportunity and passion which is 
valuable indeed.    
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key opportunity is engaging with 
diverse communities on issues of 
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Would you like a conversation around engagement?  EquiP has very 
experienced Principals with award winning community engagement 
credentials.  Please email equip@lgnz.co.nz to further the dialogue.    


